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            	                    [image: Did you know the lifespan of rubber tracks on a mini-excavator should average between 1,200 to 1,500 hours if properly maintained? However, there are a few issues that cause premature wear.  🧡 Tracks will wear faster working on asphalt or rock compared to grass or soil. 🧡 Handling different materials on varying job sites can impact component wear. 🧡 A regular visual inspection can identify a need to clean the tracks, spot any missing or damaged components, or highlight whether the track tension is suitable. 🧡 Tracks will wear quicker if the machine is prone to making aggressive turns, track-spinning or constantly moving at high speeds.  Call 03300 135 890 or visit our website for more information 👉 https://bit.ly/4bi7JSN]
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            	                    [image: Our special offer on all ZX17U-6 and ZX19U-6s is still running on machines delivered before the 31st of March 2024! 🧡 Now with 2024 serial plates.  Price includes: 🔥 3 x standard buckets of your choice 🔥 Manual Quick Hitch 🔥 Green & Orange Beacons 🔥 CTFleet Link® tracker with 3-year subscription 🔥 2-year 2000-hour warranty (terms and conditions apply) 🔥 Keypad Immobiliser 🔥 Includes delivery  Offer subject to limited availability and UK mainland only.  Get in touch today on our website via the link in our bio!]
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